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OBJECTIVE TYPE OF QUESTIONS 

A. Tick the correct option. 

1. Madam Marie Curie received Nobel Prize for chemistry for the discovery of which of the following elements? 

(a) Helium 

(b) Neon 

(c) Argon 

(d) Radium 

2. Which of the following is not a food preservative? 

(a) Sodium benzoate 

(b) Rayon 

(c) Common salt 

(d) Vinegar 

3. Which of the following chemicals is used as an antacid? 

(a) Aspirin 

(b) Talcum powder 

(c) Sodium benzoate 

(d) Milk of Magnesia 

 

B. Fill in the blanks. 

1. Chemistry is the branch of science which deals with the study of matter. 

2. Food items such as jams and pickles are prevented from getting spoiled by using Vinegar. 

3. Nylon is a manmade fiber. 

4. Aspirin and Paracetamol are common drugs used by millions of people worldwide. 

 

C. State true or false. 

1. Chemistry is involved in almost all the things we do in our daily lives. (True) 

2. Food preservative helps in spoiling the food we eat.                               (False) 

3. Sodium benzoate is a food preservative.                                                    (True) 

4. John Dalton was a Russian chemist.                                                            (False) 

 

 

 

 

 



 D. Match the following. 

   Column I     Column II 

1. Discovery of electron   (a) William Ramsay            (4) 

2. Discovery of helium   (b) Henry Cavendish          (1) 

3. Discovery of hydrogen   (c ) Ernest Rutherford        (2) 

4. Discovery of proton   (d) J.J Thomson                   (3) 

 

E. Give one word for the following statements. 

1. The branch of the science that attempts to organize the different forms of matter and simplify their study.          

Chemistry 

2. The chemist who formulated the periodic law.             Dmitri Mendeleev 

3. The chemist who discovered oxygen.           Joseph Priestley 

 

SUBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 

 

A. Give reason for the following 

 

1. It is difficult to imagine life without chemistry. 

Answer--It is difficult to imagine life without chemistry because chemistry is everything from medicines to 

bathing soaps. We cannot able to know our surrounding as well as substance too. Chemistry tells us about 

nature of environment. 

 

2. Disinfectants help in preventing the spread of diseases. 

Answer—Disinfecting kills organisms like bacteria, virus, and parasites. Disinfectants and sanitizers are 

widely available as liquid, sprays, or wipes. Any of these works well, killing almost all the bacteria and 

viruses. 

 

3. Chemicals form the basis of many industries. 

Answer—The chemical   industry uses raw materials to produce product suggest acids, bases, alkalis and 

salts. Most of the products are used in the manufacture of other industrial products such as glass, fertilizers, 

rubber, leather, paper and textiles. So we can say that Chemicals form the basis of many industries. 

 

B. Answer the following questions in short. 

1. Chemistry is concerned with almost everything that we come across. Justify. 

Answer—Everything we hear, touch, see and smell involves chemistry and chemicals and touching all 

involves interaction in our body. As we know all things are made of matter,so chemistry is concerned with 

almost everything that we come across. 

 



2. Difference between “Chemist” and “alchemists”. 

Answer—Alchemists was based more on experimentation and had little basis in science. Chemistry Utilizes 

both experimentation and scientific practices. Marden chemistry basically relies on scientific theories and 

experimental results, but the alchemy was a blend of myths, religion, magic, astrology, philosophy, and 

spiritually.  

 

3. List four renowned chemists and mention their notable contributions. 

Answer— 

Marie Curie was a Polish chemist who coined the term radioactivity. She also discovered Polonium and 

radium. 

John Dalton discovered the atomic theory. 

Dmitri Mendeleyev introduced the first periodic table of the element. 

Antoine Lavoisier developed “law of conservation of mass”. 

 

4. Name three products of daily use which are gifts of chemistry. 

Answer—Medicine, soap, talcum powder are the   three products of   daily use which are gifts of chemistry. 

 

5. How is chemistry related to the food we eat? 

Answer-- The food we eat contains many chemicals substances which are very important for growth and 

development. Example- water, protein, carbohydrate, glucose, iron, calcium etc. 

 

6. How the cosmetic industry linked to chemistry? 

Answer—The cosmetic we are use such as foundation, talcum powder, lipstick etc are made up of different 

chemicals. Some industries are preparing these cosmetics. In this way cosmetic industry linked to chemistry.  

 

7. What is the contribution of chemistry in the field of construction? 

Answer—All the building materials like cement, bricks, iron rods are made up of the combination of chemicals. 

So, in this way chemistry contribute the field of construction. 

 

C. Answer the following questions in details. 

 

1. Describe the scope of chemistry as a profession. 

Answer—It focuses on separating, identifying, and quantifying chemicals in samples of matter. An analytical 

chemist may use complex instruments to analyze an unknown material in order to determine its various 

components. Biochemistry: Biochemistry is the study of chemical process that occur in living things. 

 

 

 



2. Write notes on the historical perspective of the development of chemistry. 

Answer—The history of chemistry represents a time span from ancient history to the present. By 1000 BC, 

civilizations used technologies that would eventually from the basic of the various branches of chemistry. 

However, by the performing experiments and recording the results, alchemists set the stage for modern 

chemistry. 

 

3. The clothes we are wear have a lot to do with chemistry. Justify. 

Answer—We can find large variety of chemicals in textiles and clothing. Textiles for clothes are also sometimes 

finished with chemicals, for example, to stiffen them and make them wrinkle free. Chemicals in their 

nanoforms are helping make textiles more resistant to water, stains, wrinkles, bacteria, etc. 

 

4. How chemistry has contributed to agriculture? 

Answer—Chemical materials developed to assist in the production of food, feed, and fiber include scores of 

herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other pesticides, plant growth regulators, fertilizers, and animal feed 

supplements. In this way chemistry helps in agriculture. 

 

5. Explain the important of chemistry in medicine. 

Answer- Chemistry contributes to the preparation and use of materials for surgery like sutures, artificial skin, 

and sterile materials. The sutures used in many surgeries today do not have to be removed, because they 

simply dissolve in the body after a period of time. 

 

6. Briefly explain the different application of chemistry. 

Answer- Chemistry plays an important and useful role towards the development and growth in every sector 

such as food, agriculture, clothing, cosmetics, health and medicines, industries etc. Chemistry plays a vital role 

in food processing and food preservative. In agriculture chemistry has provided famers with high quality 

fertilisers, pesticides, insecticides and fungicides that have helped them immensely in growing good quality 

crops with high yields. In clothing the production of man-made fibers such as terylene, rayon and nylon, which 

are used for making clothes and apparels. All types of cosmetics are products of chemistry. All the medicines 

are the combination of some chemicals. Industry are set up to manufacture a variety of chemicals products, 

for examples, soaps, detergents, paints, dyes, plastics, drugs, etc. 

 

7. How does the knowledge of chemistry make our life simpler? 

Answer—Knowledge of chemistry make our life simpler in different field. 

a) Food— Food preservation, food processing 

b) Cosmetic — different type of cosmetic for different skin. 

c) Medicine—Preparation of medicine by adding different type of compound for different disease. 

d) Clothing—Making artificial fiber. 



e) Industry—For control and coordination of chemistry is very important for maximize product in 

industry. 

 

 

 

 


